
the budget

Over 54% of the historical emissions 
come from rich countries of the 
North, even though they have only 
1/7 of the world’s population.

going forward we have to shift from our ‘business as usual’ emissions to 
try and fit into the total emissions budget , by shrinking emissions each year 

The difference between business as usual and the pathway to fit within the budget is known as the ‘effort to stay within the budget’ - and we need to share this effort fairly - 
doing so will require the transfer of finance and technology to ensure the south can fit.

the eu and us pledges 
do not put us on this 
track. In 2025 these two rich 
economies alone are on course to be 
using up nearly one-third of the 
emissions that align with the budget.

if other rich industrialised countries 
of the north followed this “leadership” 
and limited emissions by similar amounts, together with the US and 
EU they would use up almost half - between just 1 billion people 
when the world will have 8 billion.

almost 25% of all historical emissions 
can be attributed to just 25 polluting corporations 
like Chevron, Amraco, Exxon Mobil, and Shell -  and another 25% to the next 65 biggest polluters 

there are principles from peoples’ demands, experts, and existing un law which can guide how to share the effort to stay within the budget

historical responsibility 
for pollution

capacity (access and control 
of wealth and technology) ;  

ensuring the right to 
sustainble development

climate fairshares 
confronting the climate crisis based on justice

using the budget

climate justice

breaching these limits will have 
even worse impacts on

even if we accepted a one-in-three chance that global warming exceeds 2°c

the budget is less than 3,000 gtco2e

- a n d  i t  i s  v e r y  s m a l l -
“emissions budget”

t h e  l i m i t  i s  k n o w n  a s  a n  Science tells us there is a limit to how much pollution we can emit from 
activities, like burning fossil fuels and clearing forests, before we breach 
limits of the climate system.

1800s today1900s

and we have already spent two-thirds of it since we started burning fossil fuels to have a chance of 1.5c the budget left is 700gt co2e

l e f t  o f  t h e  b u d g e t

if we keep global emissions close to 
50 gigatonnes a year 
we would have: 
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they have
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of the world’s 
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of all historical emissions can be attributed to just 25 polluting 
corporations like Chevron, Aramco, Exxon Mobil, and Shell 
and another 25% to the next 65 biggest polluters 

01 02 03
Using these principles we can share effort between all countries to meet the global emissions budget limit on the basis of equity - ensuring each 
country does their fair-share and countries of the South receive the finance and technology  owed to them to allow them to confront the climate 

crisis. In addition the costs of adapting to climate impacts and dealing with loss and damage must be addressed using the same principles.

1. Stockholm Environment Institute - Discussion Brief: "Three Salient Global Mitigation Pathways Assessed in the Light of the 
IPCC Carbon Budgets" (2013) 2. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change - Fifth Assessment Report, Contribution of Working 
Group 1: The Physical Science Basis (2013) 3. Richard Heede, Carbon Majors: Methods and Results Report (2013) 4. Ecoequity and 
Stockholm Environment Institute: "Climate Equity Reference Calculator" (2014) - and source materials."
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those principles are

over 54% of the historical
emissions come from rich 
countries of the North

even though they have only 1/7
of the world’s population

2025 
31 GT

2020 
39 GT

2025´s budget : 31 GT almost half of the budget  EXPENDED
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2030 
25 GT

'effort to stay within the budget'

business as usual

2050 
10 GT

today
50 GT

today 2030s 2040s 2050s2020s

killing and
displacing 
people.

food 
sovereignty

lives
destroying
homes 
and jobs

livelihoods

devastating 
crops and fish

 www.climatefairshares.org 


